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ment is the very soul of modern science, and experiment means
the closest connection of thought and practice at every step.
This marriage of thought and practice has been cemented by
the consequences which followed upon the industrial revolu-
tion. So long as practice meant mere routine, custom, tradi-
tion and rule-of-thumb, what could be more natural than to
place it below reason in the scale of values? But in modern
industry the worker in the factory is, whether he always knows
it or not, in close alliance with the worker in the scientific
laboratory. "The improvement of craftsmanship depends in
large part on the absorption and adaptation of scientific dis-
covery." So far has this change gone that "a new class of
worker is growing up—consisting of men engaged in research
associations and industrial research laboratories. . . . They are
bringing back with them into craftsmanship the scientific
knowledge which is one of its essentials. They can speak with
the employer as men also trained at university and college—-
and, at the same time, they are fellow-workers with those in
the shops, and can bring back there some of the interest and
enthusiasm which springs from understanding of purposes and
methods."1 So modern industry is based on science. Practice
is permeated by thought.
The modern   The  old   historic   misunderstanding   between
distrust      the man of reflection and the man of action,
of theory     between the thinker and the doer or manual
toiler, has thus become far less acute.  And the
change has been wrought chiefly by that interpenetration of
thought and action which is of the very essence of modern
scientific method.  So far has the change gone that the old
undervaluation of the practical man by the theorist has in some
measure given 'place to a new undervaluation of the theorist by
the practical man.  Thus the old-fashioned farmer is apt to
>      l Bragg, Craftsmanship and Science.  (Presidential Address to British
Association, 1928,)

